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REVIEW OF THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

THE SEASON has drawn to its close, and the old question
crops up "has it been a success?" And we are glad
to say, that on the whole, a favourable answer is due.

To illustrate this, we will give a slight summary of this year's
matches.

The first match, played Oct. 13th, was against Mr. H. Y.
Nutt's team, and resulted in a victory for the School by 1 try
to nil. The next, Oct. 20th, was against our old opponents,
the Clifton Club, the victory remaining ,vith us by 1 try to nil.
On Nov. 27th our match against the Sherborne Club came off,
and after a very hard and even game, ended in a draw.
Blandford Club were our next opponents, Nov. 3rd, but being
a new club they were not very powerful, and the School gained
a victory by 2 goals and 7 tries to nil. We now experienced
our first defeat at the hands of Mr. Baskett's team, being beaten
by 1 try to nil. The next two matches on Nov. 14th and
Nov. 21, against the Exeter and the Trojan Clubs, who are
among our most formidable opponents, left us victors in the
first case by 4 tries to nil, and in the second by 2 tries to nil.
Our last match of the Christmas term was against the Old
Shirburnians, and we experienced our second and last defeat,
by 2 tries to nil. This term two return matches have been play
ed, the first against the Town, won by 1 goal and 4 tries to nil.
The second against Mr. Baskett's team, which did not appear
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in full force, and which ended in a victory for the School by 2
goals and 3 tries to nil. Thus out of 10 matches played, seven were
won, one drawn, and two lost, which does credit to the year's
fifteen. As regards individual play nothing need be said, as the
fifteen" characters" have been already published. \Ve must,
however, call attention to ourweakness in place kicks, and should
recommend that next season some time be devoted to this by
no means unimportant branch of the game.

On this occasion we have, we trust, the good fortune to
herald in a new era in the history of football at Sherborne. As
was announced in the last number of the Shirburnian, Mr.
Hodgson and Mr. Griffith --have presented a Junior House
Fifteen Cup, the effect of which has been only felt in the latter
and lesser portion of the season. But from the experience of
this tenn, it is to be hoped'that next year, when its influence
will bear on the whole season, it will cause a great improvement
in the Junior Games, and will open a path of ambition for the
smaller members of the SchooL At the same time we trust
that it will act as a prevention to the evil of " slouching."

The House Matches, Senior and Junior, have been marked
by the easy attainment of first place, in both cases, by Price's
House. Full entries were made this year in these matches,
which we should always like to see, the day-boys alone being
unrepresented owing to the paucity of their numbers. The
three cock houses were formed of Price's, Rhoades,' and \Vood's;
and the School House match, March 15th, resulted in a victory
for the School by 2 tries to nil. The Schoolhouse made a
much better resistance than was expected, playing with a great
deal of spirit, against a much heavier team. \Ve are glad, in
conclusion, to note that games on the so called non-football
days have been on the increase. Thus House and Form
games have been kept up briskly both last term and this, making
up partially for the decay of attendance on the regular football
cays that usually sets in towards the end of the season.
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A FOOTBALL SONG.

'When on the Autumn slopes beech-trees are browning,
When the short Summer has passed from the South,

Tingles our blood for the wild joys of Winter,
Swells a glad cry from each jubilant mouth,

Follow up briskly, boys! make for the ball !
Collar him! down with it! well played all !

Brave leather bubble, that laughs at our buffets!
See how his windy soul, yearning to rise,

Slips from our finger-tips, bounding above us,
Scorns the low grovel and mounts to the ~kies !

Follow up, etc.

Like meeting billows we clash and commingle,
Limbs locked together, so sharp is the strain;

While the ball, caught like a waif in our eddies,
To and fro bandied, seeks outlet in vain.

Follow up, etc.

How the heart throbs, when, the prize in his arm-grip,
Some peerless runner shoots forth and away,

Out-speeds the swiftest, or, baffled by numbers,
Still with his burden stands stoutly at bay!

Follow up, etc.

See fierce assailant and gallant defender!
Close 'neath the cross-bar together they roll !

Hark'tis a touch,' they cry; 'now place it deftly' !
, Charge' ! 'never heed them i hurrah! 'tis a goal' !

Follow up, etc.

'Conquer or die,' growls the Viking within us,
, Ay,' quoth the Saxon, 'but keep the nerves cool,'

'Fight, but with chivalry,' chimes in the Norman.
, Each play for honour, and all for the School' !

Follow up, etc.

Prate not, fond sceptic, of peril or passion,
SeWs the soft football we flout to the sky;

While there's a goal left to 'kick towards and try for,
English lads ever will rise to the cry,

Follow up briskly, boys! make for the ball !
Collar him! down with it! well played all !

J.R.
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NEW YEAR ATHLETIC SPORTS IN
SINGAPORE.

It being the custom of Scotchmen all the world over to
hold festival on New Year's Day, in preference to Christmas
Day, and. Singapore being essentially a Scotch colony, the
former is selected as the most fitting opportunity for holding
the Native Sports, an account of which may prove of interest
to you.

I had long looked forward to this day, partly on account
of the tales I had heard from old residents and partly because
it would be my first opportunity of seeing a number of natives
in holiday costume. On the eventful morning, I reached the
ground in good time so as to have a good look round before
operations commenced. The ground. belonged to the Singapore
Cricket Club and was in capital order, with the track well
marked out. The centre of the ground was kept clear, but all
around the enclosure was a dense crowd of Malays, Rlings,
and Chinamen, the latter in overwhelming numbers, forming
with their fancy-coloured garments, a perfect living kaleido
scope. In one corner was a body of Sikh police, who in their
grey uniform added considerably to the attractions of the
scene.

It is not my purpose here to refer to the ordinary flat races,
as although well contested, they would not interest you much,
but I would rather dwell on those of, to me at least, a novel
character.

The first item of interest was that of "Eating the Ship's
Biscuit," for this competition about fifty juveniles entered,
and were seated in a circle with a large dry ship's biscuit in
front of each. As soon as the word was given, half of the
competitors leaped to their feet and danced a species of " Ran
Ran" on the top of their biscuits, while the rest beat theirs
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with their fists, the object being to smash the biscuits easily when
introduced into the mouth. In about half-a-minute all were
seated and munching their hardest. In one corner a little
fellow would be seen in a tremendous state of excitement,
shaking his arms, and then pulling off his cap scratching his
head, while another would seize his jaw with his hands so as
to bring more force into play, but the majority ate steadily
on. After a short time many had to pass on some portion to
their neighbours, and some \vould form a partnership by which
one was to pass on the biscuit to the other and so win the
prize, which would ultimately be divided between them. It
was noticeable that the winner who had finished far ahead of
the second was placed near the crowd who afforded a ready
means for smuggling away his portion. The winner's time
was six and a half minutes, and I defy the greatest frequenter
of "Tuffin's" to do it quicker.

An egg and ladle race was next gone through, the competi
tors running on all fours with the ladle or spoon in their
mouths. About half way all but one little fellow rose and
bolted for the goal and were of course disqualified, while this
young fellow plodded slowly on; about ten yards from the
tape he rose but was promptly pushed down again by a
zealous committee man, ultimately winning the prize.

Next a Malay volunteered to give a specimen of the noble
art of self-defence, but for a long time no opponent was forth
coming. At last a Chinaman came up with a serene grin and
was promptly knocked hors de combat. Then a Kling, a
splendidly built man, came forward and literally smashed the
Malay causing him to throw a splendid back somersault. The
next to come forward was one of the Sikh police, but no one
was found courageous enough to tackle him.

The most amusing item now came on. A small tub filled
with treacle was produced and a dollar placed in it, and this
a man, generally a Malay, endeavoured to secure in his mouth
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and when he secured it he immediately bolted all streaming
with treacle into the crowd smearing anyone he could catch,
finishing up with a plunge into the sea. One dipper went
straight for the Sikhs and wrought sad havoc in their ranks,
before they could get out of his way.

The crowning event was a tug of war, first between Malays
and Chinamen and then Chinamen and Sikhs. In the first
case the Chinamen won easily, chiefly through the aid of one
man of colossal proportions, who acted as a splendid anchor
and refused to budge. Their victory was received with cheers,
the Chinese being very popular here on account of their quiet
orderly manners.

In the final event the Sikhs won, as everybody expected,
by their greater endurance, though John Chinaman fought well,
and at one time looked like winning.

Yours sincerely,
AN OLD SHIRBURNIAN.

A Brass with the following inscription by the Headmaster
has been placed beneath the Harper Memorial ·Window :

"\V.J.H. Proefectus Ludorum.
Obiit Dec. xviii., Jl.IDCCCLXXXI.

Te duce, care puer, pueri cum lusimus olim,
Optimus in cursu quem sequeremur eras.

Caelestem exacto tetigisti limite metam ;
Fratribus, ah, fratrem detur ad astra sequi.

TRANSLATION.

o loved boy-captain, when as boys we played,
Peerless wert thou to lead us to the prize.

Now by the goal of heaven thy course is stayed;
Thee may thy comrades follow to the skies!

J.R.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

Twelve months have elapsed since your "special
correspondent" last wrote to you of the doings of Old
Shirburnians in Oxford, but while apologising for my negligence,
which I must excuse by pleading "the difficulties of the
situation," I will try to recall the most important events of
the last few weeks. The Torpids are just over. The racing
was interesting and quite up to the average of former years.
The Head Boat, Corpus, easily maintained its position, nor was
there any change of place in the next three. J. E. Michell,
as last year, displayed his masterly Coxwainship in steering the
Corpus Crew, while E. W. Bastard rowed bow in the Wadham
boat which surprised us by making the greatest number of
bumps, going up five places. "\V. H. Harper rowed "seven,"
and W. S. Sheldon" four" in the University College Torpid,
which, be it said with sorrow and lamentation, was so
unfortunate as to go down six places. We hope, however, that
both Oarsmen will find a place in the Eight and be instrumental
in retrieving the aquatic reputation of their College.

You may, perhaps, have heard of the foundation of an
Oxford Old Shirburnian Football Club (what a stupendous
title 1) Last term we played two matches, one against
Abingdon School, the second against Jesus College, winning
both. For this term we had the following arranged:

January 25, v. Magdalen College.
February 2, v. Reading School.
February 15, v. North Oxford.

February 29, v. St. Catharine's.
March 7, v. Merton College.

Of these, the first was drawn in favour of Magdalen, the
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second not played'; we beat North Oxford, but succumbed to
St. Catharine's, while the game with Merton was not played
owing to the inability of Ollr opponents to raise a team.

,Ve had intended to visit Cambridge this term to play a
match with the C.O.S.F.C., but the date they offered wa9
inopportune, and we shall not be able to meet them till next
year, before which time I hope that many a Shirburnian
Hercules will have joined us from School, so as to add to our
scrimmage. Like brother Pelican, "we want that badly."

In the Summer I hope to be able to chronicle some good
classes. In the December Mods. we got two firsts out of three
candidates. By a recent statute of the University this exam
ination will in future take place only once a year, in the Lent
Term. I was glad to see lately that the name of Sherborne
has, after a protracted period of obscurity, appeared again in a
Scholarship award.

But it is time to seal my despatches, and with every wish
for the prosperity of Sherborne, Past, Present, and Future, I
beg to subscribe myself

TUB.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

We have now, it is true, a fine clock erected (as a
contemporary says) " in a lofty and striking position": no, it
is there your contemporary goes wrong, there is no striking.
Now this may seem a very trivial annoyance, but to one portion
of the School it is a cause of no inconsiderable discomfort, I
allude to the Sixth Form for the week who has to shut the
Chapel door. The door is frequently shut before, frequently
after time owing to this. Could not the School bell be rung
at the hour, and the Sixth Form shut the door as the bell
ceases? This seems an easy remedy, and, I can vouch from

experience, would be a great boon to the Lower Sixth in office.
Yours faithfully,

IH.
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I have the reputation among my friends of being a
radical reformer. It is in the interest of my principles that
I again venture to address you. In a former letter I once
advocated the building of a racket court, but years have
brought wisdom and I now think that existing abuses should
be first corrected. Sir, the state of such Fives Courts as we
have is deplorable. I will pass over such trifling matters as
their roughness and unevenness, I will not call your readers'
attention to their slowness, I will not even mention the crack
ed stones, but their is one point I cannot leave un-noticed.
When a shower has fallen there forms on the gently undula
ting surface of the Courts a lagoon of muddy water.

Let us suppose that by dint of much labour and a broom
that the water has been removed; there still remains for
the delight of the player a thick stratum of mud in the valleys
which abound in this varied and diversified country. I ask
your readers, Sir, should these things be so ?

I hear of projects for a gymnasium and other "7I'AOUTOU

€,,/KaAAW7I'[ap.aTa " of the kind, but should we not rather turn

our attention to the defects that exist in what we already have?

I remain, Sir,

Your indignant Servant,

JOHN WELLINGTON WELLS.

To the Editor of the Shirbttrnian.
DEAR SIR,

I was more suprised than I can tell at seeing a certain
letter in your last numb~r which ran as follows-Cl would there
be any objection to our having light Calico bags, instead of the
great heavy baize ones now in use? also would it not be far
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preferable to suspend them by a strap instead of by the cords,
which do their best to cut one's head off?" Now, I left
Sherborne less than a year ago-can it be that such changes
have already taken place? with the exception of the Blue
Coat School no large English School continues to have any
distinctive dress of this sort; let not Sherborne relapse into
the absurd custom- the sight of the whole School with their
nether limbs encased in "green baize bags" "suspended by
cords" must be simply ridiculous.

In objecting to the" green baize bags" I strongly sympath
ise with your correspondent, but in his proposed remedy" light
calico bags" (though doubtless they would be more comfort
able for wearers) would be almost worse than the evil which
it is intended to cure. As to the means of suspension surely
boys are left to their own discretion. Cords must indeed be
highly uncomfortable. Your correspondent suggests a "strap."
Why not use ordinary braces? surely these must be concealed,
or have coats and waistcoats been discarded altogether?

Hoping soon to hear that ordinary dress has been returned
to.

I am,

Your's faithfully,

O.S.

To the Editor oj the Shirburnian.

DEAR SIR,
For the benefit of those who play Fives might I be

allowed to make a suggestion about a sad grievance? I refer
to the deplorable state of the Fives Courts. It is perfectly
impossible to play with any comfort on them, as the floors of
almost all the Courts are so uneven. Could not they be relaid
in cement like all other Fives Courts, and not in blocks of
stone as they are now? This would, at least, ensure a court
without cracks, which, I am sure, every Fives-player will own,
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do not add to the pleasure of the game. Hoping that t11is will

be taken into consideration.

I am, Sir,

Your's ete.,

A FIVES PLAYER.

We are sincerely glad to see that the appeal of the ladies,
whose gentle energy initiated and matured the scheme of the
flower-mission, has met with a hearty response from the
School To them chief thanks are due; but neither need we
grudge the gatherers what credit may belong to the performance
of a task, delightful indeed of itself, but necessarily under
taken at a time when, more than at any other, the vis inC1·tim
sways strongest in the breast, and when the melancholy erection,
which on Sundays is de rigueur, sits perhaps top-heaviest on
the human head. We heartily wish the enterprise a long lease
of successful existence. A letter has been received from the
Rev. O. D. Lawrence, Rector of Bermondsey, from which the
following is an extract :-" I must write a line to say how very
much we appreciate the weekly hamper of Spring flowers.
The Lent Lilies are perfectly dazzling, and are immensely
liked. We prepared 106 bunches for our Police supper which
took place last night, and the men were delighted with the
flowers, in short the vote of thanks at the end was all on
that text. We thought our hard-worked and often rough
handled Police were deserving objects of your attentions; but
even after the 106 bunches, we had a good supply for our
Mothers' meeting this afternoon. I can hardly tell you the
real good it does to see something really fresh and bright and

so different from anything about them. Many thanks to all
your workers for the boon reminding us of Spring. In
Londoll; we only get the cold wind.'
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FLOWER SONG.

Ye sad-eyed children and toil-worn men,

On couch of pain or in city's den,

Can we not comfort you now and then,

'Mid the surging sound of the human sea?

'\Ve long for the fresh sweet air,' they cry,

, In flowery-scented fields to lie,

And hear no more, 'neath the deep blue sky

The surging sound of the human sea?

We sent them flowers from fields in the west;

The sight of them soothed each weary breast

With isles of calm in the great unrest,

And surging sound of that human sea.

'With poverty, pain, and toil we strove,

But the heart grows light 'neath giits of love;

Can you hear our thanks, as they rise above

The surging sound of the human sea?

For gifts like these to our bedside bring

Leaves that whisper. and birds that sing,

We hear in spirit the songs o( Spring,

And hushed is the roar of this human sea'.

M.].
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A SPORTIVE ALPHABET.

A was an Athlete, the pride of each race:

B was the" Bung," where he failed for a place:

C the redoubtable Captain of games,

D was his Drawl, as he read out the names:

E was the Eagerness everyone nursed,

F the bare Foot that" the other" was first:

G was the Glory that fell to that" other,"

H the Harsh Hatred our athlete can't smother

I indignation his friends all assume,

J was the Jump where he hadn't got room:

K was the Kick that he gave to the bar,

L the Loud Laughter, re-echoing far:

M was the Misery three failures brought him,

N was the" Nobody" everyone thought him:

o the Old-boy who at everything stormed,

P were the Prodigies he had performed!

Q was the Question" why didn't you win?"

R the Retort that slipped angrily in ;

S were the Stewards, (to keep line, 'tis said;)

T all the Talk they indulged in instead :

U were the Umpires, for honesty famed,

V were their Verdicts, which always got blamed:

W the Witticisms small boys displayed,

X the Extavagant puns that they made:

Y all Your Yawns (which you really ought not to 1)
Z is the Zero my rhyming power's got to !

Ill.
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BALLAD.

The auld wife sat at her ivied door,
(Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese)

A thing she had frequently done before;
And her spectacles lay on her apron'd knees,

The piper he piped on the hill·top high;
(Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese)

Till the cow said" I die" and the goose asked" why 1"
And the dog said nothing, but searched for fleas.

The farmer he strode through the square farmyard;
(Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese)

His last brew of ale was a trifle hard-
The connection of which with the plot one sees.

The farmer's daughter hath frank blue eyes;
(Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese)

She hears the rooks caw in the windy skies,
As she sits at her lattice and shells her peas.

The farmer's daughter hath ripe red lips;
(Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese)

If you try to approach her away she skips
Over tables and chairs with apparent ease.

The farmer's daughter bath soft brown hair ;
(Butter and eggs and a pound of cheese)

And I met with a ballad, I can't tell where,

Which wholly consisted of lines like these,
~

C. S. CALVERLEY,
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IDEM LATINE.

Cana fores hedera cinctas anus ante sedebat,

(Caseus, ova, mihi blltyron lalldentur opimum)

Inque jacet gremio fessi solamen ocelli;

Ah quoties custos postes vigilarat ad illos.

Per juga silvestrem pastor meditatur avenam ;

(Caseus, ova, mihi butyron laudentur opimum)

At vacca, "heu morior " ; contra " qure causa querellre 1"

Anser ait: rimans, pulex, te vexat Hylactor.

Tityrus incedens sua per prresepia mceret,

(Caseus, ova, mihi butyron laudentur opimum)

Quod £uerit gustu cerevisia amarior acri,
Qure modo decocta est: hoc sane £abula poscit.

IUius ingenure Bunt lumina ccerula natre,

(Caseus, ova, mihi butyron laudentur opimum)

Nubila qure corvos inter ventosa frementes

Exaudit dum larga parat cicera ante £enestram.

Adde rllbescenti matura colore labella;

(Caseus, ova, mihi butyron laudentur opimum)

Aggredere; instantem superans mensasque torosque

Te £ugiet virgo, tanto non £essa labore.

Est quoque cresaries mollis sine lege puellre ;

(Casens, ova, mihi butyron laudentun opimum)

Unde canam, qureris1 Memini £ecisse priorem

Nescio quem carmen paribus mihi versibus aptum.

H.

. [Obe. Butyron usurpat lEn. Mac. Herb. c. de ruta butunun, Edict.
DlOclet, p. 15.]
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STEEPLECHASE.

The Steeplechase took place this year on Wednesday, March 19th,
in 1fr. Miller's fields which he had kindly lent for the purpose, as
on former occasions. The course was about two miles long, almost
the same as last year, but this time it ran straight up from thtl barn
in Pinford Lane to the top of the hill, which forms the road leading up
towards the Park; then turning sharp round to the left, it skirted
the copse on the top, and coming down through the corner of
the second copse stretched right away across the fields to the
Railway; from here there was a straight run in over several
nasty hedges and ditches, one of them in particular being a regular
stumper, to the last jump; on the other side of which was the
winning post about 50 yds. on. There were 21 entries, and of these
14 put in an appearance. The meet was at 3 p.m., and shortly after
the hour the Rev. H. C. Clifton gave the signal to start; Perch, ma.
-at once shewed in front and at the 2nd jump was nearly 20 yards
ahead, Stroud, mi. being 2nd and Harries 3rd, with Bennett not far
behind. The order remained the same as they ran up the hill and
round the copse, but coming down through the covert Stroud
gradually gained on Perch, and in the field before the railway passed
him; the order at this period was Stroud, Perch, Harries, Bennett,
with Adkins at the head of the rest; the sanle order was kept from
the railway bridge, but as they got nearer the last jump before the
run in, Perch was seen to be gradually gaining on Stroud : the latter
cleared the ditch but stumbled rather, and this enabled Perch to get
within a few yards of him; after a splendid spurt, he managed to
reach the tape about 2 yds. before Stroud. HarrieR came next
about 20 yds. behind and gained the third place, followed by

Bennett.
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FOOTBALL.

RHOADES' V. WOOD'S.
AIdous kicked off, and for a time the game remained in the centre

of the ground: several good rushes were made by RhoaJes', headed
by Jaffrey and Benedict, but were frustrated by Elton's dropping.
Twice the game reached Wood's 25 and twice was driven back, till
at last VIrood's touched down. Brutton now made a good run, but
adrop by Hill, mi. and a run by Jaffrey brought the ball close to
Wood's goal-line, where they were forced again to touch down.
Wood's now took the ball to the centre, when Rawlins made lJ good
run, and after some passing Houghton got the ball and ran in, but the
kick failed. Half-time was now called. Scrimmages commenced in
Wood's 25, and kept there till Jaffrey obtained a try which Hill
converted into a goal. Aldous made the most strenuous efforts, but
Wood's were again slowly pressed back, till they were forced to touch
down. Bryant now made an extremely good run to half-way, but
time was soon called, and left Rhoades' victors by a goal and a try
to nil.

For Wood's, Aldous, Elton, and Brutton played best, for Rboades',
Jaffrey, Rawlins, and Hill, mi.

Rhoades' :-Hill, mi, back; Rawlins and Cochrane, three-quarter
backs; Broadbent and Gregory, half-backs; H. J. M:ongan, captain;
N. P. Jaffrey, C. E. Benedict, Chattock, Bennett, Houghton, Nelson,

ma., Smith, Bryant, quart., Pickering, forwards.
Wood's :-W. Elton, back; Brutton and Murra)", three-quarter

backs; J. H. Bryant and Brown, half-backs; A. G. Aldous, captain;
Bastard, Forward, ma., Kelland, Church, Bree, Sheppard, \Varner,

Benson, Scott, mi., forwards.

PRICES' V RHOADES' .
Mongan kickp,d off, and Perch soon obtaining theball ran in to within

five yds. of touch, where he was collared by Rawlins, but tbe ball got

into the possession of Perch, mi. who obtained a try, no goal, however,
ensued. Hill, mi. dropped out and the scrimmage settled in Hhoades'

25, till Perch, ma. ran in and obtained a try but the kick failed. A rush
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was made by Rhoades', Broadbent and Rawlins showing up well, lut
they were again driven back and Stroud mi. got in ; but the kick by
Mayo, a very hard one, failed. Another rush on the part of Rhoades'
brought the ball to the centre of the ground, and some good dribbling
by Mongan still farther increased the advantage. Half-time was
now called, and almost immediately Perch, ma., by a good run,
obtained a t.ry, and Mayokicked a goal. The scrimmage now kept
in Rhoadp-s' 25" Stroud, mi. obtained a try and Perch, ma. two, one
of which Low converted into a goal. One more spurt was made by
Rhoades,' J affrey showing conspicuously, when time was called and
Prices' were left victors by 2 goals 5 tries to nil. For Prices',
Perch, ma., Stroud, mi., and Perch, mi. For Rhoades,' Jaffrey,
l\fongan, and Cochrane were conspicuous.

Price's: -H. H. W. Mayo and C. Perch, three-quarter-backs ; E. J.
Stroud, and J. H. Perch, half-backs; J. H. Stroud and F. W.
J enkins, H. B. Low, H. B. Bryant, Harries, Sayres, Liddell, Prevost,
Down, Leslie, Cole, ma., forwards.

Rlwades' :-H. C. Hill, back; Rawlins and Cochrane, three-quarter
backs; Broadbent and Gregory, half-backs; H. J. Mongan, N. P.
Jaffrey, C. E. Benedict, E. S. Chattock, B6nnett, Houghton, Nelson,
ma., Smith, Bryant,'quart., Pickering, forwards.

WOOD'S V. WILSON'S.
Aldous kicked off, and Wilson's were soon forced to touch down

in seH-defence, Aldous then gained a try, which Elton, by a very
good kick, converted into a goal. In spite of a good run by Heath;
the running of Bryant and dropping of Brutton, brought the ball
into Wilson's 25, when Heath again by a good run carried it
back to the centre of the ground. Half-time was now called. Wil
son's, by some excellent play, took the ball into Woods' 25, when
Jerram, ma. obtained a try, from which Fenwick scored a goal.
Brutton almost directly, by a good run, obt.ained a try llnd kicked a
goal. Bryant again took the ball close to Wilson's goal-line, and
Elton ran in, but the kick by himself failed. The scrimmage
owing to Tracy's good drop out, was now formed in the centre of
the ground, while Br.rant, Heath, and Fenwick were conspicuous in
running; Elton, by a good punt, covered a good deal ofground,~nd
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soon after a maul took place between Fendall and Kelland in Wilson's
goal, which Fendall won. In a few minutes time was called, and
Wood's were left victors by 2 goals and 1 try to a goaL For
Wood's, Aldous, Brutton, EltOll, played best, and for Wilson's
Fenwick, Heath, and Fendall.

Wood's :-W. Elton, G. R. Brutton, and Murray, three
quarter-backs; J. H. Bryant, and Brown, half-backs; A. G. Aldous,
captain; Bastard, Forward, ma., Kelland, Church, ma., Bree, Shep
pard, Warner, ma., Benson, Scott, mi., forwards.

Wilson's :-Fendall, back, G. R. Heath, captain, Fenwick, three
quarter-backs; C. E. Anderton, Tucker, mi, half-backs; Tracy,
Jerram, ma., Southcomb, B-Webster, Bardswell, Jenkins, mi.,
Ellis, ma, deJersey, Gottwaltz, forwards.

THREE COCK HOUSEt; V. SCHOOL HOUSE.

This was a much better game than was expected, the School House
team playing very pluckily throughout. ~fayo kicked off for his side
and the game began with some obstinate scrimma6es in the centre of
the ground, in which the superior weight of the School forwards
soon began to tell on their opponents. A good run from Perch was'
counterbalanced by the energetic play of Tucker, who brought the
ball back to the centre, whence it was further carried on by Leach.
The School however, began to gain ground, gradually forcing their
opponents to retire within their 25, and not long afterwards Perch
dropped the ball outside behind. The game again settled in the
School House 25, where the School forwards, aided by a
good run from Mayo, continued to gain ground, until, notwithstand
ing the efforts of Gray and Leach, a try was obtained by Bryant,
which Mayo, however, failed to convert into a goal Jacob dropped.
the ball out for his house, and scrimmages ensued in the centre.
By the efforts of Perch and the School forwards, the House team
were again driven back step by step. and, after contesting every inch
of ground were compelled to touch down in self-defence. After this
the game for a time became more equal, and the ball was still in the
centre of the ground, when half-time wascaUed. After a short

interval Gray kicked off, and scrimmages recommenced at half.way
where, owing to the exertions of Perch and Lester respectively;the
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ball remained for some time. The weight of the School forwards,
however, again began to tell, and by degrees the House team were
forced back near their goal-line. Gray, by an excellent bit of drib
bling, returned the ball to the centre,and it was sent still further by
Lester; but the success was only momentary, the School h011se were
again driven back, and a try was soon afterwards obtained by Perch.
the kick by Uayo was again unsuccessful. The School House made
a final effort, but were obliged once more to touch down in self-defence,
soon after which time was called, the three outhouses thus winning
by 2 tries to nothing.

Three Cock Houses ;-W. W. Elton, back; H. H. W.1fayo, capt. ;
C. Pereh and Perch, mi., three-quarter-backs; J. H. Bryant and
E. J. Stroud, half-backs; J. H. Strond, A. G. Aldous, N. Jaffrey,
F. W. Jenkins, H. B. Low, C. E. Benedict, Bryant, tert., and
Chattock, forwards.

SchoolHouse :-Waldy, back; J. B. G. I,ester and Devitt, three
quarter-backs; A. L. Jacob and Leach, half-backs; H. A. Gray,
capt.; N. F. Hankey, B. W. Burnside, J. 11. Steele, Tucker, aCourt,
How, Salisbury, Hankey, mi., forwards.

WILSON'S V. BLANCH'S.

Wilson's kicked off, and scrimmages first commenced in Blanch's
25; Fenwick and Tracy were conspicuous in running, the ball being
continually passed to them by the quarters; Blanch's were forced to
touch down. Just before half-time was called the ball was worked
into Wilson's 25, but half-time arriving, the advantage was lost.
After half-time, Blanch's were driven back, both outside and in the
grovel, and were forced to touch down. Then after a maul deJersey
succeeded in gaining a touch, and the goal was well kicked by
Fenwick. Blanch's now played up hard, and drove Wilson's beyond
the half-way flag, but Fenwick recovered the lost ground, and at call
of time the ball was in the centre of the ground. Wilson's were
thus left victors by 2 goals to nil.

lVilson's :-Fendall, back; Tracy and Fenwick, three-quarter
backs; Tucker and deJer~ey, half-backs; Jerram, ma" Southcomb,

B-\Vebster, Bardswell, Jenkins, mi., Jerram, mi., Ellis, rna., Lambe,
Spurway, Edmondes, forwards.
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Blanch's :-W. Rleazby, back; Gillson and Lowis, ma., three
quarter-backs; Rligh and Bridge, half-backs; H. C. Hancock, capt j

G. F. Adkins, Gee, Maunsell, Litt.lewood, Thurston, Adamson, mL,
Parry, mi., \Vay, mL, Bowker, ma.. forwards.

JUNIOR MATCHES.

WOOD'S V. RHOADES'.

This game resulted in a victory for Wood's by 1 goal and 2 tries
to 1 goal and 1 try. Gregory, for his house, obtained 2 tries, a goal
resulting from the first. For Wood's, Hill, quart. obtained 1 and
Benson 2 tries, One goal was kicked, The play was good on both
sides, but the outsides especially distinguished themselves.

Wood's :-Edmoudes, \Vhithard, three-quarter-backs; Holt, ma.,
Hill, quart., half-backs; Benson, captain; Warner, ma., Scott, mi.,
Landon, Turner, Geake, Urowe, Hamersley, 'Vickham, Way, tert.,
and Holt, mi., forwards.

Rhoades' :-Harris, back; Gregory and Taylor, half-backs; Hensley,
Parken, Pickering, three-quarter-backs; Chaldecott and White,
quarter-backs; Chichester, Manuel, Mackay, Galpin, Nelson, mi.,
Scott, tert., and Gabriel, forwards.

WILSON'S V SCHOOL HOUSE.

This match resulted in a win for Wilson's, beating the School
House by a goal and a try to nothing.

PRICE'S V B~CH'S

Price's were a great dAal too heavy for their opponents, and obtained
an easy victory by3 goals 5 tries. For Price's, Roe played best and
obtained 4 tries, Cole, ma. 1 Baker 1. For Blanch's, Lowis, mi.
made a good run, dodging well and obtaining a try for his side.

WILSON'S V WILDMAN'S.

An extremely good match, resulting in a victory for Wildman's by
2 tries to 1. Lewis, ma. playing very hard and obtaining 2 tries,
while for Wilson's, deJersey obtained a try.

In this case play was good in most cases; Lewis, mi. should be
especially mentioned.
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PRIOE'S V WOOD'S

This was not as good a match as we expected, Price's winning
easily by a goal and 3 tries to nil. The superior weight of the
victors told from the commencment. Leslie, Grove, and Koe obtained
tries; Baker converting one into a goal. Another try was also
gained soon afterwards by Leslie. For Wood's, Edmondes and
Hill, quart., for Price's, Baker, Leslie, Koe, and Perch, tert. disting
uished themselves.

FINAL.

PRICE'S V. WILDMAN'S.

There was a great disparity in the weight of these two teams, and
Price's won easily by 1 goal and 5 tries. Oakley, Grove, and
Perch, tert. obtained a try each, Koe scoring two. The goal was
kicked by Baker. The brothers Lewis should be mentioned as pass
ing well, stopping rushes and collaring.

N.B.-·Wildman's not having a full number of players have been
assisted during the matches by day-boy substitutes.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The Musical Society gave their 77th Concert on Tuesday
evening, February 26th. It was of a slighter kind than most
of the concerts heard in the Big Schoolroom, and the audience
was, for some unexplained cause, rather thin. However,
nothing happened to make the Society blush or tremble for
their reputation. The first event was Hermann's Overture to
La Couronne d Or, which the band played well, helped to some
extent by the reinforcements from without. Next came one
of Pearsall's Part Song's, "May time," in this the choir shewed
their chief bald place, viz.: a diffidence oii. the part of the
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Peters.

IJancla.

Faning.

Heller.
Faning.

Tartini.

Hermann.
Pearsall.
Sullivan.

"May time"
" The Chorister"

Fiske.
.. . "Rheinlied"

Mr. Delfs.
4. SONG

5. VIOLIN DUET
Cole, ma. and mi

6. SONG of the Vikings
IJuett .A.ccompaniment: 1'>lessrs. Hodgson & Whitehead.

7. PIANO SOLOS {N"Huit Bhlanbche;;. ...
us -a- ye ...

Mr. Parker.
8. VIOLIN SOLO... ,i P,astorale" ...

Mr. Regan.

trebles. This want of confidence is no doubt temporary and
in great part due to the loss of Stuart, and it appears only in
such passages as require delicacy rather than volume. Thus
in No. 6 where there is great dash wanted the trebles acquitted
themselves excellently, and no one would have thought of
considering the School trebles weak or inadequate for chorus
singing. Mr. Delfs brought all the Rheinland and its associ
ations before the audience in his song, and got a genuine
encore-a type of encore never equalled in St. J ames' Hall
and one which must have been very gratifying to him. Messrs.
Parker and Regan, though Mr. Parker's voice has been some
what impaired by the necessary" hallooing " of the last eleven
years on Sunday evening, shewed that they could play and sing
themselves as well as be the cause that singing or playing
were in others. Mr. Parker's "Who is Sylvia?" was a real
singing lesson to everyone present. Smart's trio, No. 9 in the
programme, was good, though Fiske was rather husky. No.
10, "Volkslied," was exquisite, and seemed hardly enough
appreciated. The School generally may be proud of the per
formance of Messrs. Cole Freres on the violin, especially when
it is remembered that a few years ago solos or duetts on this
difficult instrument were quite unknown at the vast majority
of school concerts.

The following was the programme :-
1. OVERTURE
2. PART SONG
3. SONG
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9. TRIO "Queen of the Night" ...
Fiske, Taylor, tert., and Mr. Hodgson.

] O. VOLKSLIED, "In stiller Nacht," Harmonised
11. SONG " Who is Sylvia?" ...

Mr. Parker.
12. REnowA

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

Accompanist:
MR. HODGSON.

. .. Smart.

by Brahms.
Schubert.

Bousquet.

SCHOOL NEWS.
The Bishop of Salisbury held a Oonfirmation here on

Thursday, April 3rd, in the School Ohapel. There were about
40 candidates.

The Examiners this term are W. W. Fowler, Esq. and W.
H. Howson, Esq.

The sermon on Easter Sunday will be preached by the Rev.
G. O. Bell, Head Master of Marlborough.

" Oommemoration" has been fixed for Wednesday, June
25th. The sermon will be preached by the Very Rev. The
Dean of Wells.

The following have been presented with colours since our
last issue :-lst XV., J. B. G. Lester; 2nd XV., A. G. Tracy,
G. Brutton, J. H. Perch, H. O. Hill, E. S. Ohattock, H. B.
Bryant, G. F. Adkins, R. J. Jerram.

An account of the proceedings of the Debating Society, as
well as a List of Subscribers to the Organ Fund, will appear
in our next.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" Z."-Reserved for further consideration.
"A Two-ER."-Our pages are too full already, and while

accounts of the Debating Society and Organ Fund have been
crowded out, we cannot give room for paperchases; which, as
you yourself confess, are badly attended and not popular.
Your suggestion, however, may be carried out next year.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
Magazines :-The. Durham University JOU1'nal, Blundelliari,
Felstedian, Rossallian, Aldenhamian, Wellingbllrian, Radleian,
Wellingtonian, Wykehamist, St. Edward's School Magazine,
Vlula, and Cal'thusian.


